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KEVIN MACDONALD is Professor of Psychology, California State University, Long Beach. He is the

author of numerous works in evolutionary biology, including A People that Shall Dwell Alone:

Judaism as a Group Evolutionary Strategy (Praeger, 1994) and Separation and Its Discontents:

Toward an Evolutionary Theory of Anti-Semitism (Praeger, 1998). --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.

I read. Actually I read a lot. I grew up in Southern California, and was a hard core left winger after

getting my degree in Economics. I am still a registered Democrat, but over the years, l found myself

feeling more and more alienated by the left wing. The left wing incessantly says we must be tolerant

of others and we shouldn't be "divisive" but they consistently allow for the vilification of white people,

and western civilization. They will incessantly smear white gentiles, but they dare not criticize the

present or past wrongdoings of any groups that are not white: for instance, just try to get a left

winger to attack the ritual murders or cannibalism of the Aztecs or other native american tribes.

Trying to get a left winger to acknowledge the Barbary slave trade is like pulling teeth, but they will

drone on endlessly about slavery in the US.I used to allow for this intellectual dishonesty, but

seriously began to tire of it.I then began to wonder why we had such "protected groups" that were

immune to any criticism or critique, yet my group (white gentiles) were allowed to be made fun of on



a regular basis in academia (haha, the native americans didn't like the immigrants from Europe

because they hardly bathed and they smelled foul), the press, and hollyweird.Then I read Culture of

Critique. Boy, what a whopper of a book. If you are political, this will explain 95% of human political

behavior.When it comes to predicting human behavior (for all humans except suicidal, self-hating

white gentile leftists), Sociobiology does explain exactly how the overwhelming majority of humans

will react given any circumstance. Why do blacks get mad when a black person is shot by the

police, but they couldn't care less about a white person shot by the police? Why do mexicans get

upset by US controls on immigration, but they aren't concerned by mexico's draconian and drastic

immigration laws? It's all about genetic fitness and genetic interests.Kevin MacDonald explains how

things became so anti-white in the western world. Why the white guilt constantly being pushed in

academia and the media? Why is in group bias attacked viciously when white gentiles do it, but it is

actually promoted and FUNDED (by the Ford Foundation (La Raza), George Soros (Black Lives

Matter)) for virtually EVERY group that isn't white gentile?I didn't believe Macdonald at first. As with

most authors, I take their opinions/ideas and then test them in the real world. After reading Culture

of Critique, I started paying attention to WHO was pushing for white guilt....WHO was pushing for

multiculturalism.....WHO was pushing for so called "diversity".......WHO was pushing for loose

immigration/open borders, and amnesty for those who broke the law and immigrated illegally? Over

and over and over again, when I pulled back the curtain and did my research, I found that

Macdonald was spot on.His book is now part of my "trinity of truth" series of books in my personal

library: Sociobiology by E.O. Wilson, and The History and Geography of Human Genes by

Cavalli-Sforza are the other two books. All three books absolutely destroyed my ability to be a white

gentile left winger. They show that anyone that is a white gentile with leftist beliefs is a suicidal,

naive, indoctrinated fool.BTW, virtually every one star review I read looks like reviewer did not read

the book. Shame on these people for trashing a book they didn't even read. They should at least

write a disclaimer admitting they didn't read it.If you are looking for a well documented book with lots

of quotes, hard core research, and plenty of footnotes by a trained academic, this is it. This book will

undoubtedly change your world view, regardless of who you are.

A difficult book to read as it challenges my preconceptions and backs up its conclusions with

documentation. Some folk want to kill the messenger, but the message is well-supported by the

facts. Or, maybe they want to kill the messenger because it is well-supported by the facts? I could

only read it in fits and starts, but eventually got through it. This s not the sort of book one reads for

pleasure, but for edification.



The book hits you repeatedly with fact after fact and offers a different narrative to historical events

that practically isn't allowed to see the light of day anymore. It's up to the reader to interpret things

as they wish.

Great read.

Kevin MacDonald is a saint.

Arrived on time and as advertised. I will order from this vendor again.

When a troubling symptom develops, critical thinkers instinctively search for a possible cause.When

symptoms multiply and become painfully persistent for many people, it becomes vital to search for

truth and to insist upon a national discussion that invites the cleansing rays of sunlight to help clear

the air.Kevin MacDonald makes a courageous and compelling case for an overarching link to the

seemingly persistent angst in American life that manifested itself well before he began his careful

research. "The Culture of Critique" is the final installment to MacDonald's trilogy that he began more

than 15 years ago. Unlike its previous volumes, this book focuses primarily on troubling realities of

the present and recently concluded century.You may finish reading this book and realize that you've

experienced numerous "a-huh" moments, or you may quickly discard it and vehemently disagree

with its theme. To be sure, it is highly controversial. But it deserves to be read cover to cover with an

open mind, combined with critical thinking, by those concerned with mitigating the forces that have

divided Americans ideologically, politically, and economically in the early years of the 21st

century.Many readers may never again trust another apologist, another Democrat campaign

operative or Republican neoconservative policy advisor, but will recognize rhetoric and common

talking points related to an alien agenda driven by a powerful foreign lobby that has exercised

control over BOTH American political parties for decades.Many may never again dispute the reality

of politics and policies of intimidation and fear perpetuated since 9/11.Many may arrive at a clearer

understanding of the relentless polarization and angst experienced by native Americans as well as

lawfully naturalized and fully assimilated citizens of the United States.This book is clearly referenced

to 90 pages of endnotes and bibliography, testimony to MacDonald's rigor in writing this thoroughly

researched scholarly work. The citations and their original sources directly impart credibility to much

of the author's thesis. Indeed, the book may be more relevant today -- 10 years after it was



published in hardcover...Readers are encouraged to read: --Ã‚Â The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign

PolicyÃ‚Â by Mearsheimer and Walt --Ã‚Â Spy Trade: How Israel's Lobby Undermines America's

EconomyÃ‚Â by Grant F. Smith --Ã‚Â The Transparent Cabal: The Neoconservative Agenda, War

in the Middle East, and the National Interest of IsraelÃ‚Â --Ã‚Â The Neoconservative Revolution:

Jewish Intellectuals and the Shaping of Public PolicyÃ‚Â by Murray Friedman --Ã‚Â The Samson

Option: Israel's Nuclear Arsenal & American Foreign PolicyÃ‚Â -- "Israeli Surveillance of the Future

Hijackers and FBI Suspects in the September 11 Attacks and Their Failure to Give Us Adequate

Warning: The Need for a Public Inquiry" **a 166 PAGE REPORT** documenting foreign espionage

activities surrounding 9-11, available on the Internet (although rarely in COMPLETE UNEDITED

FORM **WITH 5 EXHIBITS AND 4 MAPS**).
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